The performance and stability of Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) depend on its network structure and preset parameter selection, and Particle Swarm Optimization-ANFIS (PSO-ANFIS) easily falls into the local optimum and is imprecise. A novel ANFIS algorithm tuned by Chaotic Particle Swarm Optimization (CPSO-ANFIS) is proposed to solve these problems. A chaotic ergodic algorithm is first used to improve the PSO and obtain a CPSO algorithm, and then the CPSO is used to optimize the parameters of ANFIS to avoid falling into the local optimum and improve the performance of ANFIS. Based on the deformation data from the Xiaolangdi Dam in China, three neural network algorithms, ANFIS, PSO-ANFIS, and CPSO-ANFIS, are used to establish the dam deformation prediction models after data preparation and selection of influencing factors for the dam deformation. The results are compared using evaluation indicators that show that CPSO-ANFIS is more accurate and stable than ANFIS and PSO-ANFIS both in predictive ability and in predicted results.
INTRODUCTION
Dams are hydraulic constructions with the function of controlling water flow for the development and utilization of river water resources. Monitoring dam safety to predict dam deformation is important for ensuring dam safety. Dam deformation prediction models based on the neural network algorithm have been widely used and rapidly developed, in which the approximation capability of artificial neural network (ANN) models have been used to fit the complex function relationship between the monitoring effect of dam deformation and related influential factors, to predict the function and effect of the factors on the deformation. Compared with traditional models, although the fitting prediction accuracy and performance have been improved, the neural network has low generalization ability and easily falls to the local minimum.
In order to solve these problems, optimized combination models, such as the optimized combination model of the Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) and the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm (Gu et al., 2016) , were introduced. ANFIS has been widely used in landslide spatial modeling, estimation of elastic constant of rocks, and prediction of swell potential of clay soils , Tatar et al., 2016 , Singh et al., 2012 , Yilmaz, Kaynar, 2011 , Liu et al., 2015 . However, ANFIS is still prone to falling into the local minimum and selecting the preset parameters is difficult. The PSO algorithm and its improved algorithm are widely used in classification, electric power system-related issues, and job-shop scheduling problems (Xue et al., 2014 , Jordehi et al., 2015 , Nouiri et al., 2018 . However, the PSO algorithm still easily falls into the local optimum and has poor accuracy.
Several reports showed that the optimized combination model can be applied to solve practical problems and can work well. The Particle Swarm Optimization-ANFIS (PSO-ANFIS) algorithm was used by (Zahmatkesh et al., 2017) to predict the physical properties of rocks, and effectively improved the estimation accuracy. An adaptive ANFIS and different metaheuristic algorithms were combined by (Razavi et al., 2018) to map the ship flood disaster in Yarrow, Fars, and the results showed that the model based on PSO-ANFIS was the most practical. ANFIS and its improved algorithm were employed by (Rezakazemi et al., 2017) to evaluate the performance of hydrogen-selective mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) in various operational conditions. Although the PSO algorithm improves upon the convergence rate of the optimized combination model, such as PSO-ANFIS, the optimized combination model still easily falls into the local optimum and has poor accuracy due to the defects in the PSO algorithm itself.
In order to overcome the defects of the PSO algorithm or the optimized combination of the ANFIS and PSO algorithms, chaos theory can be used to improve PSO performance. The application of chaotic sequences instead of random sequences in PSO is a powerful strategy to diversify the population of particles and improve the PSO performance in preventing premature convergence to the local minimum (Gao, Liu, 2016 , Liu et al., 2005 , Coelho, Mariani, 2009 , Rad et al., 2015 , Hu et al., 2013 , Hong, 2009 . In this contribution, we first propose a novel chaotic PSO (CPSO) algorithm that uses a chaotic ergodic algorithm to improve PSO. We then use the proposed CPSO algorithm to optimize the ANFIS parameters. A novel CPSOtuned ANFIS (CPSO-ANFIS) algorithm is proposed and applied to a dam deformation prediction example.
ADAPTIVE NEURO-FUZZY INFERENCE SYSTEM
ANFIS applies adaptive fuzzy reasoning. ANFIS operates by constructing a fuzzy inference system based on a given set of input and output data. It determines the fuzzy membership function and fuzzy rules of the dataset by learning a large amount of input data. The algorithm combines least squares and error inversion to adjust the parameters of the membership function and finally determines the fuzzy rules. ANFIS essentially maps from fuzzy sets to constant sets or linear sets.
In order to create an ANFIS model, we needed to adjust two parameter sets, premise and consequent parameters. To determine the above parameters, we needed both a forward pass and a backward pass in the hybrid training algorithm. For the forward pass of this hybrid algorithm, the least squares approach was applied to optimize the consequent parameters on layer 4, by considering fixed parameters set in layer 1. Once the optimal parameters for the corresponding parameters were found, the output of the ANFIS was calculated in the backward pass, whereas the errors were back propagated and the premise parameters were modified by using the back propagation method while the set parameters of layer 4 were fixed (Zahmatkesh et al., 2017) .
Due to the large number of ANFIS parameters, large computational complexity, and complicated calculation process, an efficient search method for finding global optimal parameters is important for the selection of ANFIS parameters. Relevant studies (Rezakazemi et al., 2017) have shown that, in most cases, PSO-ANN-based hybrid methods provide more reliable and accurate predictive capabilities than least-squares methods and standard back-propagation algorithms, so PSO and Improved PSO can be introduced into ANFIS to optimize the algorithm.
CHAOTIC PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

Particle Swarm Optimization
Assume that in a D-dimensional search space, there are m particles that make up a particle swarm, where the position of the ith particle in the D-dimensional search space is expressed as a vector xi = (xi1, xi2,…, xiD) T and the velocity is expressed as vi = (vi1, vi2,…, viD) T , i = 1, 2,…, m. The optimal position that the ith particle has searched so far is Pi, called the individual extremum. The individual optimal fitness value is Pibest. The best position searched by the entire particle swarm so far is Pg, which is called global extremum. The global optimal fitness value is Pgbest. Each particle is iterated according to Equations (1) and (2), updating its own speed and position (Nouiri et al., 2018) :
where v k id = the velocity of the dth dimension in the kth iteration of particle x k id = the position of the dth dimension in the kth iteration of particle d = the dth variable in the D-dimensional search space c1, c2 = non-negative acceleration constants r1, r2 = random numbers between [0, 1] n = the number of iterations w = a non-negative number
Chaotic Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
In the PSO implementation process, PSO cannot ensure the particles are evenly distributed in the entire solution space when the solution space is too large, and the algorithm is prone to falling into a local optimum. In contrast, chaos (Hao et al., 2017) is a random state of motion obtained by a deterministic equation.
The traversal characteristics of chaotic motion enable chaotic variables to traverse all states in a certain range according to their "law" without repetition. Therefore, in this paper, we introduce chaos traversal into the PSO algorithm and propose a novel chaotic particle swarm optimization (CPSO) algorithm so that the PSO algorithm can jump out of the local optimum for improved performance. The chaotic optimization steps of CPSO are as follows:
1. Chaotic search for the selected particles, and ensure that the range of particles is [0, 1]. 2. Obtain the chaotic variable. 3. Transform chaotic variables into the allowable solution space of optimization problem. 4. Perform iterated search with chaotic variables.
The following Equations (3) and (4) are used in Step 2 and Step 4, respectively:
where λ= he control parameter valued between 0 and 4 ' , , ( 1, 2 ,..., )
where si = the value range of the ith independent variable oi = the ith variable value endpoint
CPSO Tuned ANFIS Algorithm
The proposed CPSO-ANFIS integrates the chaotic particle swarm optimization algorithm into ANFIS. With the help of the efficient global search capability of the CPSO algorithm, the relevant parameters of ANFIS are optimized. In CPSO-ANFIS, each particle in the particle swarm represents a possible solution and the goal is to obtain a minimum fitness value. When CPSO-ANFIS is running, the training data are input first, and the fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm is selected to determine the antecedent membership function based on Sugeno's reasoning. After constructing the neural network, the particle swarm is generated according to CPSO and the particles in the particle group are sequentially assigned to the relevant parameters of the membership function of ANFIS, which is the optimization of the prior parameters. Then, we used the least squares method to determine the consequent parameters. When the program continued to run, the corresponding performance index of those parameters was obtained, which was passed back to the particle swarm as the fitness value of each particle. Finally, if meeting the stop criteria, the particle swarm algorithm jumps out after several iterations, which means the ANFIS parameters have been optimized. Otherwise, iterations continue.
The optimization procedures for ANFIS parameters using CPSO are as follows, where the root mean squared error (RMSE n i ) is selected as the performance index in this study: 1. Randomly initialize particle swarms in the sample space. 2. Assign the position vector X n id to the premise parameter of the membership function. 3. Calculate the firing strength of each fuzzy rule. 4. Normalize the fitness of each rule. 5. Randomly generate the subsequent parameters p, q, and r in the first iteration. 6. Calculate the actual output Y using the ANFIS algorithm. 7. Based on actual output and target output, use the least squares method to identify and update the conclusion parameters p, q, and r. 8. Calculate RMSE n i of the actual output and the target output as the performance index. 9. Compare RMSE n i with Pibest. If RMSE n i < Pibest then Pibest = RMSE n i , Pi = X n d . 10. Compare Pgbest with Pibest. If Pibest < Pgbest, then Pgbest = Pibest ,Pg = Pi. 11. Update the velocity and position of the particles, and return to Step 2 to execute the next iteration. When all particles complete iteration, execute the next Step l. 12. Select 20% of the optimal particles (i.e., the top 20% of Pgbest particles) as data for the chaotic search and convert them to the range of [0, 1]. Then obtain the chaotic variables based on the logistic map. 13. Transform chaotic variables into the allowable solution space of the optimization problem. 14. Execute Steps 2-11 to implement the iterative search of chaotic variables. 15. If Pgbest remains unchanged after multiple searches or reaches a maximum number of iterations, the search terminates. Continue to Step 16. 16. To maintain the diversity of the particles, the remaining 80% of the particles are randomly generated in the dynamic contraction region. 17. Randomly generate the remaining 80% of the particles and to execute Steps 2-11 . 18. If Pgbest remains unchanged or reaches a maximum number of iterations after multiple searches, end search. 19. Generate and obtain the optimal Pgbest, the smallest RMSE value, and the optimal parameter set of the optimization procedures.
The following dynamic contraction equations are used in Step 16:
where xgj = the value of the current Pg in the jth dimension xmin,j = the minimum xmax,j = the maximum Accordingly, the main implementation steps of CPSO-ANFIS are as follows: The following normalized equation is used in Step 1:
where x = the normalized sample data x = the original sample data xmax = the maximum values of the influence factor xmin = the minimum values of the influence factor
DAM DEFORMATION PREDICTION
Data and Influential Factors
In this paper, we aimed to perform horizontal displacement monitoring, which is one type of deformation monitoring. Combined with the characteristics and actual conditions of the Xiaolangdi Dam, the horizontal displacement monitoring along the water flow direction uses the collimation line method and the horizontal displacement monitoring along the axis direction of the dam uses the distance measurement method. In order to verify the performance of the proposed CPSO-ANFIS algorithm, the horizontal displacement of the Y-axis of a survey point of the dam crest was used as a research example. The deformation amount is shown in The factors influencing dam deformation selected in this paper were H 1 , H 2 , H 3 , T0, T5, and θ, where H 1 , H 2 and H 3 represent the power of every water level, T0 and T5 represent the temperature component influencing factors, and θ represents the aging factor. The function mapping relationship between the six factors and the displacement value δ can be established by an ANFIS model. The values of the influencing factors θ, H 2 , and H 3 , selected in this paper can be calculated from the data in Table 2 and used as input samples for the ANFIS network.
Model Establishment
To compare our proposed CPSO-ANFIS prediction model, we established other two models, an ANFIS model and a PSO-ANFIS model. The three models used the same training and test data sets as control variables, and their model parameters were set to the same values as much as possible. In particular, the neural network parameters for PSO-ANFIS and CPSO-ANFIS were set the same as those for ANFIS. From above, the input samples included H 1 , H 2 , H 3 , T0, T5, and θ-six impact factors. The output samples were the horizontal displacement values or components of the dam. Therefore, the number of input neurons in the network was six and the number of output neurons was one. The specific parameters for the three models are provided in Tables 3-5, 
Results and Analysis
In this example, there are 52 sets of sample data. All three models used the first 70% as input and output sample data for training (the first 35 periods of data), and the last 30% was used for testing (after 17 periods of data). In the proposed CPSO-ANFIS model, the chaotic optimization used only the first 20% of particles, which were the best particles, and the remaining 80% particles were randomly generated. In order to compare different estimation models, mean-square error (MSE), root-mean-square error (RMSE), average error (Error Mean), standard deviation (Error Std), and correlation analysis index (R 2 ) between model output and measured data were used as performance criteria, for which the equations are: Figures 3-5 , the fitting degree between the output value and the target was higher and the error was smaller in the training part of the three models. Among them, the fitting degree of CPSO-ANFIS was the best, followed by PSO-ANFIS, then ANFIS. In contrast, the error value for CPSO-ANFIS was the smallest, followed by PSO-ANFIS and ANFIS.
Among the three models, although the fitting degree in the prediction part was smaller than that in the training part, and the error in the prediction part was larger than in the training part, this is in line with scientific logic. Notably, the results of the prediction part were the same as those of the training part. The fitting degree from good to bad was CPSO-ANFIS, PSO-ANFIS, and ANFIS, and error from small to large was CPSO-ANFIS, PSO-ANFIS, and ANFIS.
The comprehensive results of the training part error and the prediction part error are shown in Table 6 . From Table 6 , ANFIS had the highest MSE, RMSE, Error Mean, and Error Std values, followed by PSO-ANFIS and CPSO-ANFIS, which indicates that the CPSO-ANFIS error was the smallest among the three models. Moreover, the correlation coefficients of the three models were very high, all over 90%, and the R 2 value for CPSO-ANFIS was the highest among the three models, which means CPSO-ANFIS has the highest reliability. Regarding the experimental results, CPSO-ANFIS outperformed the other two models in terms of reliability and lowest estimation error. The chaotic ergodic algorithm can be used for improving the search accuracy and performance of the PSO-ANFIS model. Therefore, the proposed CPSO-ANFIS model can be used to predict dam deformation. Table 6 . The training and prediction results of the three models (mm)
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we aimed to investigate how to improve PSO and PSO-ANFIS. The solution we adopted used a chaotic ergodic algorithm in PSO to propose a novel CPSO algorithm, and then, by combining CPSO rather than POS with ANFIS, we proposed and constructed a novel CPSO-ANFIS algorithm. In CPSO-ANFIS, the chaotic ergodic algorithm allows the particles to jump out of the local optimum and distribute evenly throughout the solution space, so a more complex spatial search was implemented and more accurate parameters were obtained. Because the parameters of CPSO-ANFIS are updated iteratively until the optimal results are obtained, the performance of the algorithm and the precision of search were considerably improved. We applied CPSO-ANFIS to a dam deformation prediction example, which evaluation indicators such as MSE, RMSE, Error Mean, Error Std, and R 2 showed that CPSO-ANFIS is more accurate and stable than ANFIS and PSO-ANFIS, both in predictive ability and predicted results. This we foresee as the next area for researchers with an interest in applying CPSO-ANFIS to other studies, or introducing chaos ergodic algorithm into other algorithms, such as the ant colony algorithm or monkey colony algorithm, and forming some new hybrid algorithms through combinations with neural network algorithms.
